Abstract-Higher education sector in Malaysia continues to face changes and pressure on the digital capabilities, socioeconomy technology, industry trends, financial support and universal standard that demand institutional change if success is to be sustained and determined over the long term. International Islamic University Malaysia as one of the public university should grow and thrive towards long term planning for a future that will look very different from their past. The university should undergone significant changes on their strategic plans to achieve excellence academic performance and top academic rankings locally and globally. Thus, this paper identifies the main drivers and megatrends effecting the university along with the opportunities, challenges and implications towards the model of university of the future. It also provides some game changers and key projects for the university to implement for transformation in the future. The spirit of this philosophy is based on the Holy Qur'an, the five verses revealed to the Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. namely Al-Alaq, verses 1-5. Furthermore, IIUM endeavours to achieve islamisation, internationalisation, integration and comprehensive excellence or "Triple-I" CE and aims to become a leading international centre of educational excellence inspired by the world-view of tawhid and the Islamic philosophy of the unity of knowledge.
The spirit of this philosophy is based on the Holy Qur'an, the five verses revealed to the Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. namely Al-Alaq, verses 1-5. Furthermore, IIUM endeavours to achieve islamisation, internationalisation, integration and comprehensive excellence or "Triple-I" CE and aims to become a leading international centre of educational excellence inspired by the world-view of tawhid and the Islamic philosophy of the unity of knowledge.
II. BACKGROUND
Currently, the sectors of Higher Education in both locally and globally are undergoing the massive changes. The major focuses of the sector are talking more about becoming a knowledge hub, how to transform the higher education sector and redefine the universities of the future. Therefore, to achieve the transformation plan towards the universities of future, there are some drivers of change. The first driver of change is to provide ease of access to information and knowledge. The massive increase in the availability of ubiquitous content and increased access to university education through online have become a fundamental change in the role of universities as originators and keepers of knowledge. Besides, the adaption of I.R. 4 .0 and digital technologies such as online learning, MOOCs, campus based learning and blended learning have transformed the way of education is delivered and accessed. Integration with industry also has become one of the drivers of changes where the current trend is to do industry based learning, research partnerships and certification of content delivery. The deeper relationships between the universities and industry could reinforce the growth of innovation and graduates who ready for the market. To add more, the new entrants of industries market like Google and AliBaba in higher education sector provide wide breadth of programs and channels to market. The next driver is global mobility which the rise of education options in emerging markets and increased sourcing of academic talent from emerging markets could improve the global university brands or ranking. Apart from that, the competitive landscape in higher education sector has creating competition for students, both local and global to reach new levels of intensity and at the same time as government face very limited budgets. In fact, facing global and local challenges, higher education makes new dynamic turn in facing the demands of the 21 st century. Ranking of the university is not just a game in the business education. It is proven that the ranking of the university has created more promises as demanded by global market. As shown in figure  1 , the targeted university which is IIUM is in the ranking between 500 and 600 in the 2017 QS World University Ranking. Thus, this paper will elaborate more on digital transformation adaption towards university of the future which could improve the academic performance and ranking of the university. 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
"As the world enters the fourth industrial revolution, the education needs of the future workforce are drastically changing (p.1). The megatrends that should be focusing by university leaders are consistent demand for soft-skills practices within the curriculum, collaboration and partnership with international organizations and industries, students as consumers, lifelong learners and sharing resources and tackling larger problems through collaborative research [2] . According to M. Barber, K. Donnelly and S. Rizvi (2013), there are three fundamental challenges facing all around the world such as how universities and new providers education for employability, how can the link between cost and quality can be broken and how does the entire learning ecosystem need to change to support alternative providers and the future of work [8] . IIUM has to transform because of global drivers of change in higher education sector. "Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), which are based in approach that offers online courses to great masses in an open and free manner.." [19] . Lately, MOOC providers shift to freemium model -free trial for subscription and have limited access up to quizzes and assignments. To get the tests of the courses and certificate, students has to upgrade [20] .
IV. PAPER METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we explored on the digital transformation framework in IIUM towards university of future based on the Model of Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) Implementation Life Cycle. Basically, in this conceptual design paper, we just focused on the first three phases. The first step will emphasize on the drivers and game changers towards university of future. Throughout this paper, the initiation of programme will be analyzed and suggested further. The analysis on strategic planning in business model canvas, value proposition canvas, game changers and key projects for future digital transformation will be covered later in this paper. The second step is to evaluate where the university are now and what are the current trend in higher education towards acceptance of digital capabilities. Thus, this paper will discuss and define further the current opportunities which IIUM could implement for the lifelong plan learning. Lastly, the third step is to define the road map for the university to achieve the outcome for future improvements. Therefore, the university should provide value creation for the stakeholders. All the consideration when making benefit and decision making should benefit and consider all stakeholders perspective. The university stakeholders consist of board members, staffs, undergraduates, postgraduates, graduates, potential students, alumni, government, community, partners and industry market. Currently, the financial returns are relatively easy to determine but this view are not sufficient enough to prove whether the university is worth it. Therefore, the future approach should be shifting the attention on measuring the real outcomes and producing a significant progress, whether the university can really produce the best graduates who are well prepared for market place. [3] V. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Higher Education Industry a) World-Class
To compare with transformation plan of other world class university like Nanyang Technological University, the priority is more towards strategies for academic and research excellence for a young university. NTU in its vision is to become a research intensive university as the main key aspect by partnering renowned overseas universities to provide a global perspective for graduate programmes and strengthen global reputation. Besides, it is widening the international recruitment network to enlarge the talent pool of graduate students and undertaking curriculum review to attain peaks of excellence in research. NTU has establishing joint programmes with top universities such as Imperial College London, Technical University of Munich, Karolinska Institutet, Carnegie Mellon University and Technische Universitat Darmstadt. Apart from that, NTU's Nanyang Technopreneurship Centre has developed a unique experiential entrepreneurship programme with team building real-life business tests with real investors and global experience in the USA and China as hallmarks [14] .
In addition, Harvard University also consider all trends in higher education to produce their own transformation and strategic plan. Harvard priorities are One Harvard, teaching and learning, research, globalization, campus enhancements and The Harvard Campaign. The transformation plan toward university of the future are to increase leadership recognition and importance of technologies implementation across the university, produce a skilled IT staff, collaboration among Harvard's community and external strategic partners and develop significant investments in computing research and online learning. Apart from that, their main game changers are diversities of information access and integration with industries. Harvard intend to empower the Harvard community by enabling effortless access to data, information and knowledge, rapid and profound innovation in teaching, learning and research and collaboration across community, industry market and disciplines [5] .
b) New Entrants
New entrants of new university such as Alibaba in Singapore that offer courses such as e-commerce, marketing and international business enable students to have lessons in their respective university for three days and three days at Hangzhou Normal University. According to Amelia Teng (2016), those who signed up will get certificate from Alibaba Business School after completing the course [12] . Besides, Thailand university also partners with Alibaba.com for ecommerce training to work to accelerate e-commerce growth in Thailand and help Thai SMEs position themselves in the global market [15] . Google for education focuses on product and ideas to drive impact for students and educators, programs and resources to develop skills for the future, and philanthropy and projects to help close global equity gaps in education [21] . shift toward cities and in search of jobs and career advancement, stricter immigration policies: more barriers for mobility to high-income destinations, economic shifts: dependence on emerging markets for economy growth, capacity imbalance: demand in emerging economies versus supply in developed economies and budget pressures: higher education is facing decline in public funding. These megatrends will compel institutions to offer more relevant, affordable, and flexible academic programmes to catch up the quantitative growth, and qualitative shift [18] .
c) Business Model Design Options
Digital capabilities has transformed the way of education is delivered, accessed and the way value is created in higher education. It enables real time student's feedback and interaction and fundamentally through bringing the university to the device. I.R 4.0 such as big data analytics, cloud computing, internet of things, 3D printing, cybersecurity and simulation have benefits the education sector by increasing the flexibility, increase productivity, improvement on R&D activities and develop new skills and talent both locally and globally.
C. MEB 2015-2025/MOHE 4.0 a) Transformation Plan
The Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) had introduced an initiative called the Public-Private Research Network (PPRN). It is one of the strategies to increase productivity and strengthen Malaysian economic development through innovation and commercialization programmes. International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), is taking part in the research network by creating a knowledge-friendly ecosystem for both the researchers and companies through Entrepreneurship Development Centre. The objectives of this initiative are to bring a knowledge-friendly ecosystem through applied research into existence. As well as to increase productivity and technological knowledge of the industry, thus enabling them to move up the value chain. This will then guarantee that the research institutions remain relevant and meet needs of industry and society. Also, it is to implement the innovative projects in a cost-effective manner. Lastly, it is to ensure achievement of the Economic Transformation Plan (ETP); to sustain development and more equitable society [17] .
b) Game Changers As in 2018, the As in 2018, the Higher Education Minister Datuk Seri Idris Jusoh has giving a mandate on embracing the I.R 4.0 as part of higher education system. Under the theme "Higher Education 4.0: Knowledge, Industry and Humanity", the process of education learning need to be changed towards Learning and Teaching 4.0. The aspects involved is to redesign the learning spaces which lecturer halls with multitiered collaborative tables and the use of smart board should be implemented. Next, is to use different kinds of pedagodies among students such as paragogy (peer oriented learning), heutagogy (self-determined learning) and cybergogy (virtualbased learning). The industry and academia should act as one to fulfil industry and graduate needs. [16] To add more, based on Malaysian Education Blueprint, M.E.B 2015 -2025, the new aspiration is to instill the entrepreneurial mindset throughout Malaysia's higher education system. It is to produce future graduates with a drive to create jobs rather than to only seek jobs. In the past century, the state of higher education especially IIUM focused on the foundation for quality of teaching and learning only. Before this, the university manages the sources of knowledge physically on their library, faculty and research domains where only internal people such as staffs and students of the university are able to access it. The traditional method before relying heavily on government funds and private donations, while the university of future must be selfsufficient and respond to market force gradually [5] . In customer segments, university serves a broad mix of student segments such as alumni, corporate students and international students for value proposition, they offer quality training and learning, good services, internationalization and Islamic environment. Approaching students and staffs by using campus recruitment and digital portal website were the channels used by the university. Cost is one of the major concern in the pursuit of becoming the University of the future. This is because the university has to cover staff cost, maintenance infrastructure and back-office cost.
VII. GAME CHANGERS FOR UNIVERSITY OF FUTURE

Fig. 6. Enhancement Business Model
A. Business Model Components a) Customer Segments
Other than researchers, lecturers and students, IIUM also targets industry professionals, corporate and donors as potential customer segments.
b) Value Proposition
IIUM offers broad range of higher education discipline, Islamic industry, reputation in Islamic countries, freemium knowledge Islamic content and face to face specialist.
c) Channels
IIUM lists digital partnership such as twinning, franchise and face-to-face as business channels other than campus recruiting and digital portal website.
d) Customer Relationship
IIUM enables roadshows, open days and digitals as connection between university and customer.
e) Revenue Streams
Other than educational fees, endowment and financial substantial, IIUM gain revenue from partnership, saving from the outsource, content sale, WAQF endowment and fees from the new market enters into IIUM.
f) Key Resources
IIUM needs a good digital platform maintenance, back-office, student-services and cloud-based CRM.
g) Key Activities
Digital platform, Islamic content creation and integration, KTP and Disseminate knowledge are the key activities of IIUM.
h) Key Partners
Beside government, corporations, schools, and parents the key partners of IIUM would be the domestic and international alumni, industry, public 7 private higher education and other content provider.
i) Cost Structure
IIUM would need to invest on outsource back-office and shared-service.
B. Validation of Proposed Key Projects to Transform IIUM to be University of the Future a) Proposed Game Changers
Individuals are created with different uniqueness, talent and potential. Hence, this reflects different levels of readiness, goals, and needs towards the higher education among students. Their values and focus may vary as some may be directed towards the on-campus experience or perhaps their employability after they have graduated. [10] Therefore, one of the way for IIUM to accommodate this diversity is by implementing a 2 year university and 2 year industry programme into the students' study plan through virtual, local as well as multinational companies. It could prepare the students mentally and physically to deal with real world working life experience first-hand in the time span of four years of degree and hence be a game changer to the tertiary education industry.
Big data analytics play a big role in order to improve IIUM's data center as it can spot trends and make decisions.
[10] The university can leverage on the use of big data for improvement of the students' performance through the abundance of data and the speed of processing. This can be done by optimizing and enhancing the ICT infrastructure capabilities and its utilization through the improvement of IIUM network infrastructure by replacing the obsolete critical network infrastructure with upgraded network infrastructure equipment. Potential problems can be identified by asking simple questions, such as What had happened? How often and where? Why is it happening? What actions are needed to overcome it? What if these trends continue? What will happen next? What is the best that can happen? [10] Then from these questions, the university will be alerted, thus solutions can be proposed and the risen questions would be answered. With this, tremendous improvement is expected to be made for the students as well as the university.
Alumni has a potential of being a valuable asset to the university especially to help currently enrolled students to prepare for the challenges they will be facing when they go into the industry. Hence, the university should keep in touch with alumni and collaborate with them on this project to enhance the skills needed by the undergraduates so that they could contribute better to the industries and provide the industries with high quality employees. The initiatives are to establish crowdfunding raise from alumni for research support, establish Research Planning and Execution between alumni and academia and establish collaborative programs with students, alumni and academia to leapfrog innovation.
On top of that, with Rahmatan lil Alamin as IIUM's philosophy, e-campus sustainability should be implemented through globalized tools such as Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) and Open Education Resources (OER). The ecampus sustainability provides world class sustainable living and virtual working environment for staff and students. The aim is to create an education system that provides students with shared values, shared experiences, and common aspirations by embracing diversity. This will boost our country towards having a nation of lifelong learners. Lifelong learning (LLL) enables Malaysians to meet the changing skill needs of a high-income economy and maximizes the potential of individuals who are currently outside the workforce through reskilling and upskilling opportunities. It also enables the development of personal interests and talents for a more fulfilled life. Malaysia needs to move from a world where education is seen as something that happens only during one's youth, to a world where Malaysians of all ages constantly seek out learning opportunities to enrich themselves [11] . Therefore, the initiatives are to develop and implement IIUM blended learning related applications and incorporate commercial value of current existing applications to become more focused on student and staff services.
IIUM should also support the underprivileged students in terms of financial and shaping them towards becoming a better person through education. We should not think or feel that certain youths who are problematic are not worth helping because everybody has a talent that they can contribute for which deserves a chance and we should help our community. Therefore, the mosque should be a channel for free education and a learning center especially for poor people who live in rural areas without infrastructure.
b) Interview
We have interviewed the Chief Information Officer (CIO) of IIUM to validate on current game changers and key projects in IIUM toward university of future. The findings from the interview help us more in understanding how transformation can be made. Based on the findings, in order to implement the concept of university of future, the university should play the vital role in making sure that the public, government and industry are aware with the one stop centre. To transform the university driven via digital transformation, we must maximise the usage of internet and computers. With this being said, the university could set up a smart classroom where students from the university can communicate and interact with other students and lecturer from different countries. The university could also have a virtual campus and implement the use of telepresence. This will enable students to be virtually present to class no matter where they are without the need of physical presence. However, a face to face meeting is still required from time to time in order to validate the students' understanding through the coaching from lecturers. All of these require the MOOC and the content is the most important key for effective learning. Big data analytics also has a significance in understanding and predicting what customer wants.
VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
In this fast paced digital world, everything evolves rapidly and the higher education industry must be in the digital transformation loop as well because it is through education that the country can develop a better nation. Higher education must be able to visualize what it will be like in the future and how to make universities remain relevant, because technology changes things and the process of teaching and learning can be done differently. Based on the MEB 2015-2025, there are a number of plans that have been executed and a lot more which are still in progress and need people from different segments to play their role towards becoming a high-income nation. The development of the Malaysia Education Blueprint 2015-2025 gives hope to the nation regardless of age about how limitless the journey of acquiring knowledge can be. It accommodates benefits and opportunities for the Malaysians to soar high to greater heights. In the future, IIUM can probably make use of Internet of Things for the campus's physical security by providing surveillance through the use of drones. Besides that, online learning should be globalized and accessible anywhere in the world through MOOC and OER. Lastly, the management of the university of the future must have a change in attitude and mindset in order to have a successful transformation.
